Mercury determination in solid phases from application of the modified BCR-sequential extraction procedure: a valuable tool for assessing its mobility in sediments.
The present paper presents a feasibility study for the evaluation of mercury mobility in sediments by application of the modified BCR three-step sequential extraction procedure (BCR-SEP). The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of acidification, reduction and oxidation processes on mercury mobility from sediments, once the SEP was validated with other trace metals. As extractable mercury amounts were mostly found below detection limits of the advanced mercury analyser (AMA-254) used for measuring the extracts (L.D.<0.5 ng), the use of a solid sampling atomic absorption spectrometer with a specially designed furnace for Hg atomisation was found to be an optimal technique to quantify Hg in the solid residues coming from the SEP. With this approach, mercury was found to be hardly mobile and only for one of the moderately polluted sediments (BCR CRM 320), extractable mercury (exchangeable fraction, BCR procedure step 1) has been found. An oxidation step with H(2)O(2) was required to obtain extractability up to 64% of the total content in a highly polluted lagoon sediment.